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If they sneak in rashly, it will be easy to alert the enemy. Encircling them will result in a dead 

end. 

“Senior Holmes, please be patient. What I said is just the first step.” Tyson Houle smiled 

and continued, “When we approach the forbidden area of Sacred Wyrm Summit, there will 

be other groups of people to attract attention for us. As long as we send out a signal, those 

groups of people will set fire to all directions in Sacred Wyrm Summit, attracting as many 

masters as possible. 

At that time, we will wait for an opportunity to sneak into the forbidden area to find out what 

is going on. We refer to this strategy as attacking from both the east and the west. 

As soon as these words came out, many warriors showed thoughtful expressions. 

It sounds like it’s pretty good. 

Use other groups of people to set fire to the mountain, and while the masters of Sacred 

Wyrm Summit are fighting the fire, they sneak into the forbidden area. This minimizes the 

risk. 

“Master Houle, the plan to attack the east and attack the west is feasible, but I heard that 

there are many dangers in the forbidden area of Sacred Wyrm Summit, and there is also a 

mysterious, strong man who has been practicing quietly for many years. It is not easy for us 

alone to deal with that mysterious, strong man. If you still want to look for rare treasures, 

you may be a little overwhelmed.” Damien Holmes raised another question. 

Although Tyson Houle’s plan could lure away most of the masters on Sacred Wyrm 

Summit,. 

But the strong man in the forbidden area couldn’t leave easily. 

When the time comes, they have to fight and hunt for treasures, which really increases the 

difficulty. 



Tyson Houle smiled slightly and explained, “Senior Holmes, you can rest assured that our 

pantheon will not let you go into danger alone. Actually, in addition to everyone present, our 

pantheon has also invited other heroes to help, but for the sake of keeping it secret, it’s not 

convenient to reveal it for the time being; in short, I can guarantee that if you really 

encounter any trouble, there will be experts to help you!” Hearing this, everyone’s solemn 

expressions finally softened. 

It seemed that the temples were well prepared and did not pin all their hopes on them. 

Instead, they prepared several treasure-hunting teams. 

For them, the pressure would be much less. 

Since everything was ready in the pantheon, there was no harm in them joining the 

treasure-hunting team. 

The question was, how much did the Pantheon offer? 

After all, they were trespassing in the forbidden area of Sacred Wyrm Summit, and their 

lives would be in danger at any time. If the benefits were not proportional to the risks, they 

would have to weigh them carefully. 

“Master Houle, it’s not that I don’t want to help; it’s just…” Damien Holmes hesitated, 

stroking his beard with a troubled expression. 

Seeing this, Tyson Houle quickly understood and clapped his hands immediately. 

Soon, a group of servants filed in, carrying large and small boxes. 

Tyson Houle winked, and the servants opened the boxes one by one. 

In an instant, the entire living room was filled with light and sparkle. 

When the warriors took a closer look, their eyes suddenly shone, their breathing became 

rapid, and their faces were full of greed. 

These boxes contain all kinds of rare treasures! 

And any piece they took out was worth thousands of gold. 

They had never seen such a battle before, and they were dumbfounded. 



“Of course, our temples will not let you work in vain. You will receive all these rare treasures 

as long as you agree. Tyson Houle said it with a smile. 

As the saying goes, “under heavy rewards, there must be brave men.” 

They believe that few people could resist the temptation of this gold and silver jewelry. 

“As expected in the Temple of Gods, you are indeed rich!” 

“Okay, okay, that’s great!” 

“It’s our honor to work for the Temple of Gods.”We accepted this business!” 

After a brief moment of confusion, the warriors agreed directly without any hesitation. 

The wages of avarice were death. 

There were so many rare treasures, let alone trespassing into the forbidden area of Sacred 

Wyrm Summit; even digging into their ancestral graves was no problem. 

 


